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Zeno Chat 
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Planner for language learning, when it comes to student downtime, 

ZenoChat can help guide students on how to revise their vocabulary 

and speaking skills for a day, week, or month.

Quazel
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An AI talk app to improve language conversational skills as well as 

grammar and spelling if you choose to type. It will give you 

suggestions and allow you to improve your pronunciation.

Fathom
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Zoom call AI note taker, makes transcripts, pinpoints key talking 

points of a call, records the video for viewing afterward

https://anki-decks.com/
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AI Tool to create Anki Decks based on the language you are learning 

so you can constantly memorize vocabulary everyday in a 

productive way.

Create Flashcards Fast
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Tutorial on using Chat GPT to create 100s of flashcards in minutes 

for vocabulary in your textbook. (This can be used for Quizlet, 

Ankicards or similar apps that allow csv imports)

Conversating in with 
ChatGPT and Quizzes

pg 10 

Tutorial to have a conversation with ChatGPT in the language 

you are learning, ChatGpt will use only vocabulary you are 

learning in a conversartional sense. Also how to get ChatGPT 

to quiz you on your text book

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFo19sk4kk/-m-QNRXXYU_ROFc5rou31w/edit
https://anki-decks.com/


Zeno Chat

2. When on, simply sign up and follow the steps, eventually getting through to the chat dashboard as seen 
here:

1.  Go to Google and search for Zeno Chat, and you’ll find this:



3. When through, type the exact plan you would want, and request specific requirements as needed such as 
learning 100 words in 5 hours or speaking more fluently in a week.



4. Finally, the chat bot will give you a detailed schedule, If you need more assistance you can type an extra 
request and it will add to the original plan. An additional request could be “adjust this for learning while 

running” or “adjust this for a more flashcard-friendly style”

 



Quazel

2.  Simply sign up as seen in the top-right corner of the web page

1.  Look up Quazel on Google and click on the top link as shown here:



3.  Agree to the terms and conditions, then locate the language that you have been learning

4.  Finally, complete the tasks and learn through the conversation, be sure to tap into the “see suggestions” 
whenever it appears for tips!



Fathom
1.  Search Fathom in Google, you may need to scroll a bit until you find the result seen here:



2.  When on the website, select Start for Free and follow the steps it gives you until you can download the 
app. Options should not matter that much.

3.  Finally, once you have the app, you can select “auto-open on join meeting” to have Fathom to enter every 
call, you can de-select this whenever you please if you don’t want it on certain calls



Anki-decks.com

Create 100s of Flashcards in Minutes

1.  Go to Anki-decks.com and click create Anki Deck for free to access the Anki Deck Maker
2.  Include keywords that you want to make a deck around, you can make this as specific or broad as possible, you 

can try to stick to you syllabus and experiment with different keywords, you can always add your own flashcards 
a�er

3.  Select the language and enter your email address and you will receive the Anki Deck within 5 minus

1.  Copy the vocabulary list you want to turn into flashcards from your text book, and then paste it into chat GPT 
with the following prompt so that it becomes cleaner. “can you turn this into a list of english vocabulary to (insert 

language) vocabulary: (copy and pasted textbook text)

https://anki-decks.com/


2.  Next, type this into Chat GPT: “With this vocabulary list, format it so that it can be made into flashcards using anki 
by formatting it into a csv where in the first column it is English-only vocabulary and the second column is the 

corresponding (insert language) vocabulary that matches the English words.” Chat GPT should then produce you 
something like this



3.  With this CSV format, copy and paste the code into a text document (notepad or text edit) then save the file and 
rename the text document to have .csv at the end of it.



4.  Now open up Anki-Decks, select the import option and select your .csv file. Once opened make sure you have the 
comma selected as the Feild separator and the rest can be le� alone or adjusted to your preferences



Conversate with ChatGPT and Quiz Making

ChatGPT’s response should look like this

2  A�er you are done conversating, or before you conversate, you can request ChatGPT to quiz you on your 
vocabulary or even grammar points if you wish “Thank you I enjoyed that conversation, let's stop talking in 
[Insert Conversation]. Instead, can you quiz me on my new vocabulary?” Ofcourse, as done before you can 

change for your own personal requests. 

1.  First Copy your entire vocabulary or even an entire section of your textbook if you would like. Then go to ChatGPT 
and copy and paste this: “I just began intermediate [Insert Language] at college, start a conversation with 

me in [Insert Language] so that I can remember the new vocabulary better. Make the conversation so 
that you (chatgpt) says one sentence and then I respond back, Make the sentences simple and use very 
little Japanese vocabulary outside of what is in the textbook: Insert you vocabulary or text book here” If 

you have any additional requests be sure to clearly lay it out, or add more context. 3 things for 
additional requests - Provide context and constraints, be detailed and specific, and assign a 

role/request how you want ChatGPT to act.



3  ChatGPT can also assist you in giving you an exact amount of time and effort you will need to put in with 
this system to learn your new vocabulary by asking a question like “Through asking you for quizzes and 

conversation, how much time will it take me to learn my new vocabulary”


